1. Passes

Donation of spiritual energies or vital fluids from a pass-giver and/or a spirit to a person.
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2. Facts

- Passes: Not a modern concept
- Passes: Not a Spiritist ritual
- Passes: Used by many Spiritualists (including Christians)

3. Purpose

- Fluid-therapy: Therapeutic aid to all kinds of conditions
- Restores: The balance of spirit-perispirit-body

4. Passes and the Bible

For thousands of years the Bible described the "laying on of hands" being performed on the sick to restore health.

"Therefore I remind you to stir up the gift of God which is you through the laying on of my hands." (2 Tim.1:6)

Important Requirements for Pass-Givers:
- Tranquility
- Habit of Prayer
- Good Health
- Knowledge of Passes
- Discernment
- Service attitude

"Passes are not simply a transfusion of psychic energies. It is the ideal tool to balance the mind, and an effective aid to all kinds of treatments."

Andre Luiz (Spirit) - Francisco C. Xavier (medium)

Pass-Giver

Pass-Giver is an instrument for the transfusion of healthy spiritual fluids, which are manipulated and offered by Spirit Benefactors.

Patient

Is the one who seeks assistance and guidance in regard to his/her spiritual, mental, emotional, and/or physical conditions.

Three Types of Passes

- Magnetic Passes are applied by the pass-giver, who provides his/her own personal magnetic fluids through the irradiation of his/her personal energy.
- Spiritual Passes are applied by Spirit Benefactors onto one or more persons at the same time, with or without the direct assistance of a pass-giver.
- Combined Passes is applied through the joint efforts of Spirit Benefactors and pass-giver. It contains both magnetic and spiritual fluids. It is more common than the other two types.

Receptivity is key for healing

The patient must be receptive to passes and well disposed to spiritual improvement. If the patient is unwilling to collaborate in the general process, the results may be temporary.